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TOO 
BUSY?





HOW TO STOP 
FIRE FIGHTING, 
GET MORE FREE 
TIME, TAKE A 
HOLIDAY 
AND STOP BEING 
A SLAVE TO 
YOUR BUSINESS.
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SO YOU’RE AN
ENTREPRENEUR!
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You’re a creator. 

You’re a catalyst for change.

You’ve spent the last few 

years of your life building 

your business.  Building 

something great, something 

amazing, something 

valuable! 

You’ve sacrificed. Lots.  

You’ve poured your heart 

and soul into something 

you are proud of. 
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WELL DONE 
YOU ROCK!

YOU ARE 
AWESOME! 



Most people never get this 

far.  Most people never get 

past the idea.  Most people 

never get off the sofa

But you did.
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You created something. 

Something other people 

look at and think wow!

Something other people 

wish they’d created.

You’re someone others 

want to be! Go you. 

BUT...
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The trouble is you can’t 

enjoy it, because you’re 

too busy. 
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Too busy to take a holiday

 

Too busy keeping everyone 

happy.  Too busy to slow 

down and take a breath. 

 

Too busy spinning plates.  

Too busy fire-fighting. 

There is way too much 

stuff that needs your 

expertise, needs your 

involvement,

 

to make a decision. 

needs you
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Why is there always so 

much that needs YOUR  

attention.  Shouldn’t it be 

easier.  Shouldn’t you be 

able to relax and enjoy it 

once you get to this stage?
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What happened to the 

freedom you dreamed 

of?  Where’s the reward? 

Where’s the space to 

live life? 
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BUT WHAT IF?



What if it didn’t need to 

be this way?  What if you 

could make it easier? 

What if you could get 

the freedom you always 

thought being your own 

boss would bring?

What if every one of 

your employees went 

to work excited and 

energised by what they 

do. Bringing their ‘A’ 

game, solving problems, 

hitting deadlines, going 

the extra mile. 
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What if things just 

happened without 

needing your attention?  

What if people just got 

on and did the job the 

way you would do it? 

How would that change 

your organisation?  

How would that 
change your life?
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You could take TIME OFF knowing 
that your business will be fine and 
THRIVE even in your absence.

You could finally reap the REWARDS 
and enjoy the fruits of your years of 
hard work and sacrifice.

You could increase your REVENUE 
without having to increase the 
amount of work and effort you put in.

You could continue to GROW your 
business without the stress you’ve 
had before.

You could reduce your staff turnover 
and reduce your costs.

You could finally get back to the 
heart of why you started the business 
in the first place. 
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BUT HOW?
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How do you go from where 

you are now to where you 

want to be?

 

How do you break free, 

while still running a 

successful business?

 

How do you have your 

cake and eat it? 
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Here are four things 

you should do to build 

a healthy organisation 

and stop your business 

from running you! 
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1GIVE YOUR 
PEOPLE 
SOMETHING 
AMAZING TO 
BE PROUD OF

The first thing any 

organisation needs to do is 

to define their purpose, their 

raison d’etre, their whole 

point of existence.  

 

Why do you gather people 

together? What is the point? 

What do you do all day?  

 

Your purpose is made up of 

three things: Mission, Vision 

and Values.   
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Mission: 

What you actually do 

and why?  What is the 

result of your work?  

What is the impact?

E.G. Disney’s mission is to 

‘make people happy!’
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Values: 

An organisation’s 

values are it’s operating 

principles that guide 

it’s interactions with 

customers, team, society 

etc.  The core values 

define how the company 

and people behave.
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Vision: 

This is your big hairy 

audacious goal. Where 

are you going to go?  

What are you going to 

achieve?  What does 

success look like?
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There are many 

things that will catch 

my eye, but there 

are only a few 

things that will 

catch my heart. 

Tim Redmond



2FIND 
PASSIONATE 
PEOPLE TO 
JOURNEY 
WITH

The second thing that you 

need to look at is who’s in 

and who’s not?  

 

Who do you need to hire and 

who do you need to move 

on?   

 

Without the right people, 

inspired and released to 

work in their sweet spot, your 

organisation is not going to 

be all it can be.   
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Whether good or bad the 

people involved will have 

a huge impact on your 

organisational culture and 

the ability to execute the 

purpose. It’s imperative that 

you  get the right people. 

 

The first thing Steve Jobs 

did when he returned 

to Apple in 1997 was to 

change his management 

team and fill it with people 

who understood his vision 

and shared his passion.
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You need people who 

share your purpose, they 

are passionate about what 

you’re doing and share 

your values - they want to 

live by the same rules. 

 

They don’t have to be the 

same as you, but they do 

have to thrive under the 

same ways of working. 
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Any strategy, no

matter how 

smart, is dead on

arrival unless a 

company brings it 

to life with people.

Jack Welch



3
TALK A 
GOOD
STORY

Talk the walk!  Make sure 

what’s being said through 

marketing, in meetings, 

over the PR wires, via email, 

and all those other places, 

reinforces your purpose - the 

mission, values and vision.   

 

Success starts with our 

thoughts and our thoughts 

are impacted by all the 

input we get, so make this 

consistent. 
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Get it right and the 

business starts to 

become authentic and 

trustworthy.  You do what 

you promise and are who 

you say you are.    

 

People trust you. 

 

And that creates a legion 

of loyal customers and 

employees. 
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But if thought 

corrupts 

language, language 

can also corrupt 

thought. 

George Orwell



4
ACT THE
PART

Every activity, every 

policy, every programme, 

every space should be 

designed to remind 

people what’s important.   

 

The metrics & rewards; 

policies and procedures; 

environment and space, 

etc. must reinforce your 

mission, values and vision. 
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How will your metrics 

and rewards reinforce the 

values?  How will your 

hiring process reinforce 

your mission?   

 

How will your meetings 

reinforce your 

purpose?  How will your 

office space reinforce your 

vision?
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Do these four things 

and see how quickly 

your organisation 

transforms from a 

burden to a well oiled 

machine that needs far 

less of your time.  That’s it. Four 

simple steps to 

help you cut loose. 
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Then you can go 

shopping or go and 

play golf or visit the 

gym or go on holiday 

or start another side 

hustle  or do whatever 

you want because you 

have your life back! 

So go on, enjoy 

yourself and live 

a little. Take back 

control and be free 

again! 

You’re free!
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This four stage process is 
called The One FrameworkTM 
from The Culture GuyTM and 
comes with a lot more tools 
to help you.   
 
One purpose: Give your 
people something amazing to 
be proud of.
 
One Team: Find passionate 
people to journey with.
 
One Voice: Talk a good story 

One Focus: Act the part 

If you want to explore 

more ideas about how to 

improve your business and 

your life, or need some 

help implementing these 

ideas, get in touch and 

organise a free 90 minutes 

coaching session. 

Benjamin Drury, 

The Culture Guy TM.
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www.thecultureguy.co.uk 
@The_Culture_Guy 

ben@thecultureguy.co.uk
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